Two-thirds of the US dollar rose to suppress large exporters said business
2015/3/12 Hang giant network to provide

In a new survey, business executives say, the US dollar is strong, the trauma of the exporters, but also may suppress investment plan for next year.

Nearly a quarter of large exporters that they therefore cut capital spending plans. Executives in many industries - from construction industry to manufacturing to health care industry - that the strength of the US dollar against most major currencies, emerging risks in the past six months, the development of the.

"We are waiting to see the euro area, Japan or the Canadian currency against the US dollar is the largest decline, China could be the next one," Duke University business school professor Campbell R. Harvey said.

"US exporters are suffering from the impact of these competitive devaluation, which could lead to a profit decline, reducing employment." According to the survey, nearly one-third of corporate executives expect the dollar against the euro will rise by 10%.

10% appreciation of the dollar is expected to at least competent, and 13.8% said that the exchange rate on capital spending plans will have a negative impact of 8.6% is expected to have a negative impact on hiring plans.
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The week's praise

01. Cooperation with the Tzu Chi was awarded Asus eBook heavy Shenzun Chong did not want to get the benefits of the concept
02. M9 high CP values Dong Junliang: Target Q2 wins first non-Apple mobile phone sales
03. Russia, led by central banks selling US debt to defend their currency
04. Turkey Hand Tools Product levied 25% additional duty station plant difficult to get relief
05. History of the thinnest! The new 12-inch Retina MacBook "gold" hi debut next month on sale
06. Mao Zhiguo: "pay four law" allows a more reasonable distribution of profits with the companies pay civil servants
07. 1 Search home network push "PChome Search" 180 million of merchandise to priority
08. Crystal strong first quarter results, the Greek roll stock hit a record high in seven years
09. Airport MRT line construction schedule 95% Traffic, hang-time traffic by the end of guarantee
10. HTC is also in possession outside the M9-hand? Biography M9 Plus, E9 will also debut
11. Come before the end of the year is expected to achieve 4 Star Partner controlling interest point of view 7 billion yuan revenue target
12. Global currency war already broke 23 countries have taken action to cut interest rates
13. Intel lowered earnings forecast this year, IDC also lowered its PC shipments forecast
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